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Redsun places its trust in the same
plant supplier for its third works too
After commissioning of the first Masa concrete block production line in 2001 and the doubling of the production capacities by the commissioning of a second Masa concrete block production line in 2006, the Redsun company commissioned a third Masa production line at their
site in Kevelaer in late 2011. Masa was the main supplier for all three plants and installed the main components of a modern concrete goods
production facility. Both the facing and core concrete mixer, the concrete block making machine and the transport and handling systems on
the wet and dry side all come from Masa. The investment in a third plant was Redsun’s reaction to the exhausting of the capacities of the
existing two concrete block making machines and the increasing popularity of large-format concrete slabs in recent years. For three years
now Redsun has been producing more and more concrete slabs measuring 600 x 600 mm, which are increasingly displacing what has up
to now been the common slab size of 500 x 500 mm. The third Masa plant now put into operation is designed for the simultaneous production of four concrete slabs measuring 600 x 600 mm per cycle and has set Redsun up for the future. One of the special features of the complete plant is the installation of two lowerators in the hardening chamber, from which two separate lines can be served on the dry side. Hence,
an inline refinement line from SR-Schindler can be served from one line, while the second line can supply the packet assembler and reforming unit of the normal plant.
Mark Küppers, CPI worldwide, Germany
Ger van Ommeren, the founder and owner
of Redsun in Kevelaer, has a very simple
recipe for success: keep an eye on yourself
and not on the competition. Besides that,
the company’s practically orientated basic
attitude prevents bureaucratic trading. Rigid
hierarchies block the processes. Everyone
must be able to deputise for everyone else.
A standstill due to the absence of individual
decision makers is inconceivable in
Kevelaer.
The roots of the company lie in the natural
stone trade. In the initial years the markets
lay in the Netherlands and in Belgium. In
1994 Ger van Ommeren took over a small
natural stone retail company in Dülmen,

Germany and has been active on the
German market ever since. Apart from the
import of natural stones from Europe, the
company also traded in high-quality wood
for patio and garden design. Today around
270 employees work at five branches. The
concrete goods, however, are manufactured exclusively at the Kevelaer site in
Germany.
With more than 25 years in the natural
stone business, such a rapid development
of this new branch of the company was
probably not foreseeable when the Ger
van Ommeren Natursteen company
entered unchartered territory with the commissioning of its first concrete block making
plant in Kevelaer in 2001. Since then, high
quality paving and other concrete goods

The raw materials are tipped by the truck directly into a feed
silo (photo: for the core concrete) and conveyed via an elevating
conveyor to the distributor belt
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for garden and landscape construction
have been produced on a 16-hectare
works site using a block making machine
from Masa and sold under the name
Redsun Garden Products.
The family-owned company is run by the 1st
generation, but will shortly be energetically
supported by the 2nd generation. Ger van
Ommeren’s son is currently training to be a
concrete technologist, which he will have
completed in 2013. He is presently gaining
experience directly in production.
Capacities were doubled in 2006 with the
commissioning of a second concrete block
making plant from Masa in order to be able
to meet the high demand. Production took
place from the start in three shifts on five

Rear side of the third Redsun works in Kevelaer
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which operate in three shifts, and the offline aging and splitting
machines.
In order to avoid the threat of production bottlenecks and to be able
to concentrate increasingly on large-format, quality concrete slabs,
a decision was taken to install a third concrete block making plant.
To this end land was purchased and the works site was enlarged to
the present-day 33 hectares. After final completion a total of 38 ha
will soon be available.
Redsun serves its main markets, which are located in the whole of
the Netherlands and a large part of north-west Germany, with an
average daily output of 15,000 m² of concrete goods.
Despite the impressive daily output, however, Redsun concentrates
primarily on the high quality of the end products, although the quantity also has to be right due to the high demand. All raw materials
are bought in and exclusively top products are selected, with which
high-quality products with extremely appealing surfaces can be
manufactured. The visual appearance of Redsun’s concrete products tends increasingly towards natural stone.
Customer requirements are increasing and high product quality and
individual solutions are indispensable for a strong position in the
market. The new concrete block production facility was planned
and implemented in co-operation with Masa according to these
requirements. The result is a high-performance production line,
which creates new possibilities and which will lastingly strengthen
Redsun’s product portfolio.

New XL 9.2 block making machine continues
Masa tradition at Redsun

In order to reliably prevent the mixing or contamination of the facing
materials, the core material and facing material each have their own
separate feed silo and separate conveying system. The photo shows
the bucket elevator for the facing material.

days and an additional shift at the weekend. Depending on the
product, each production line is operated by three to four employees per shift, including the fork-lift truck driver. Two production managers ensure the correct procedures for the three production plants,

A total of seven raw material silos (190 m³ each) for the core
material and twelve silos (40 m³ each) for the facing material
are available to the new production line.
www.cpi-worldwide.com

While the second block making machine from Masa was connected directly to the existing first production building, Redsun erected
a new production building on newly developed land for the third
production line. The generously sized hall with a length of 90 m
offers sufficient space place for an impressive machine installation.
Redsun was able to put the new Masa plant into production at the
end of 2012. The refinement line from SR-Schindler will then likewise
be installed in its own area in this hall.
A total of seven raw material silos (190 m³ each) for the core material and twelve silos (40 m³ each) for the facing material are avail-

The appropriate concrete quality to meet the specific requirements of
the subsequent concrete goods production is prepared in the dosing
and mixing plants.
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able to the new production line. In order to reliably prevent the mixing or contamination of the facing materials, the core material and
facing material each have their own separate feed silo and separate conveying system. The silos for the aggregates for the core
concrete are filled via a mobile distributor belt. The raw materials
are tipped directly by the truck into a feed silo and conveyed via an
elevating conveyor to the distributor belt. A second feed silo is
arranged for the feeding of the facing silo with the aggregates. The
raw materials are transported from the feed silo via a silo feeder
with elevator and longitudinal chassis into the respective silo.

Modern dosing and mixing plants

Masa S 350/500 facing concrete mixer (on the left) and Masa PH
2000/3000 horizontal compulsory mixer

The appropriate concrete quality to meet the specific requirements
of the following production of concrete goods is prepared in the
dosing and mixing plants. The dosing of the aggregates takes place
in all silos with pneumatic dosing flaps, which are equipped with
cut-off valves. The material is weighed by charging scales and can
be fed to any desired mixer. Apart from the dosing systems for the
additives for the core and facing concrete mixers, a modern dye
dosing system from Kimido was also integrated. This is a high-performance powder plant with eight Big Bag stations. In addition to
the powder pigments, compact pigments and granules can also be
used. The pigment dosing is designed for the production of large
quantities of dyed concrete.
Redsun proved its loyalty once again in choosing the Kimido system,
because the first two Masa lines also operate with dye dosing systems from Kimido.
The binding agents are stored in five cement silos with three single
and two double screws. Cement scales in front of the mixers ensure
the correct binding agent content in the concrete.

The S 350/00 facing concrete mixer has a high-speed agitator
which, due to its design and high speed, is capable to a large
extent of preventing the formation of material balls (agglomerate
formation).

The two concrete mixers are fed with aggregates by two elevators.
A Masa horizontal compulsory mixer of the type PH 2000/ 3000
was installed at Redsun for the core concrete. With this mixer 2.25
m³ concrete can be manufactured about every three minutes, corresponding to an output quantity of 360 m³ concrete in an 8-hour
shift.
Like all modern concrete plants, it is of crucial importance for the
quality and the scrap rate that the facing mixer is capable both of
processing ever finer mixtures without forming balls and of preventing cement adhesions. This is all the more important, the more largeformat slabs are produced.
For this reason and because of good experience with the two S
350/500 facing concrete mixers that have already been in use for
several years at Redsun, the third S 350/500 facing concrete mixer
has now been installed by Masa at Redsun.
It can likewise produce up to 20 batches per hour. “The mixing
result is a fine, homogeneous facing concrete”, says Ger van
Ommeren, “that completely satisfies the high requirements for
Redsun products.” With an output performance of 0.35 m³ per mixing cycle, up to 56 m³ quality facing concrete can be produced in
a shift.

The Colour-Mix system is fed by four smaller single buckets. Using
the Masa Colour-Mix system, reproducible product appearances can
be created with great flexibility in the colour distribution.
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The S 350/500 facing concrete mixer has a high-speed agitator
which, due to its design and high speed, is capable to a large extent
of preventing the formation of material balls (agglomerate formation). The speed can be adapted. The agitator is installed in a stationary position in the frame. The mixer trough rotates.
www.cpi-worldwide.com
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The fast version of the Masa XL 9.2 installed at Redsun is a very
robust machine with support frame and a mould-changing crane,
including automatic height adjustment of the core and facing feed
boxes.

The core concrete mixer has three mixing
stars, which provide for fast homogenisation and thorough mixing of the concrete.
The two mixers can be opened from two
sides via two large doors. This considerably
facilitates the cleaning of the mixer.
Two modern water dosing systems from
Masa, type Aquados, are responsible for
the precise dosing of water in both mixers.
A special feature of the Masa water dosing
is the two radar probes employed. The current moisture content of the mixture is measured during the dry mixing period and the
calculated water quantity is subsequently
added.
Two independent flying buckets were
installed for the transport of the concrete to
the block-making machine. The core concrete is transported by a flying bucket with
a capacity of 3.2 m³. The Colour-Mix sys-

tem is fed by four smaller single buckets.
The facing concrete is taken by mobile dosing belts from the four silos and fed accordingly to the production process of the concrete block making machine.
Using the Masa Colour-Mix system, very
appealing product appearances can be
created with great flexibility in the colour
distribution - and with very good reproducibility at that.

Masa XL 9.2 concrete block production
machine with facing
The core component of a concrete goods
production facility is without a doubt the production machine. The Masa XL 9.2 installed
at Redsun is a very robust machine with support frame and a mould-changing crane,
including automatic height adjustment of the
core and facing feed boxes. The levels in the

Concrete paving stones were initially produced with the new plant
during the running-in period.
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The control console is located directly in front of the sound insulation
enclosure of the Masa XL 9.2

concrete silo of the block making machine
are continuously measured by weighing
cells. The concrete is thus always requested
promptly and automatically.
With modern and matured technology, the
XL version represents the top model in
Masa’s range of block-making machines.
Decades of experience and continuous further development flow into the technology
of this model series.
The XL version, for example, allows the particularly high-precision production of different types of concrete blocks, short cycle
times and high daily production quantities
with convincing product quality.
The scope of delivery also includes an oil
temperature controller with oil heater and
air oil cooler as well as amplitude-controlled vibration. The Masa XL 9.2 is

A special feature of the plant concept is that two complete return
transport lines have been realised that can operate independently
and in parallel with different products.
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Both return transport lines have a four-sided centring device, which can also operate as a doubler

equipped with the ‘S’ package and thus
has a cycle time that is up to 2 seconds
faster than the standard version. Special filling devices have been installed to improve
the filling.
The controller was equipped with the new
XXL Fast electronics (Factory Automation
System Tool). Apart from the modern
process operating and monitoring functions, many tools are included that facilitate
the management of the concrete plant.
Like many reference plants from Masa, the
Masa XL 9.2 at Redsun was also enclosed
in a sound insulating cabin. All hydraulic
drive units are placed together in typical
Masa fashion in a single container, the socalled Hydrautainer. The complete electronics are contained in the corresponding
Powertainer.
While the first two Masa plants produce on
steel sheets, soft wood boards from
Rettenmeier measuring 1,500 x 1,350 x 55
mm are used in the new production line.
This board size permits the simultaneous
production of four concrete slabs measuring 600 x 600 mm in a single cycle.

Rack storage unit for nearly
8000 underlay boards
The freshly produced concrete goods are
transported via chain conveyors to the
hardening chamber. On the way there they
pass through a sweeping brush. A concrete
6
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paver washing machine is to be integrated
into the circulation on the wet side later on.
The fresh concrete goods are collected in
an elevator with 26 levels (each 300 mm).
The elevator is located on the inside of the
insulating housing of the rack system from
Rotho, which can take up to 7956 underlay
boards in total with its 16 drying chambers
and an empty chamber.
A ventilation system ensures homogeneous
climatic conditions in the drying chambers
and ensures constant product quality in
each position of the store.
The finger car takes the underlay boards
with fresh goods from the elevator and
places them into the rack storage unit or
transfers 26 underlay boards with hardened products to one of the two buffer finger cars in front of the two lowerators on
the dry side.
A special feature of the plant concept is that
two complete return transport lines have
been realised that can operate independently and in parallel with different products.
Return transport line 1 is intended mainly
for the transport of normal products directly
to the packet assembler or reformer. Return
transport line 2 is intended primarily for
bringing the products to the refinement line.
Here, the hardened concrete products can
be taken layer-wise from the conveyor and
placed directly into the refinement line from
SR-Schindler.
Quality control stations, each with 4 posi-

tions, have been set up on both return transport lines behind the lowerators. This design
of the quality control stations enables very
safe working and fulfils the applicable regulations very well.
Both return transport lines have a four-sided
centring device, which can also operate as
a doubler. The centring device in return
transport line 1 is implemented as a double
centring device. The four-sided clamps in
the centring devices are identical to the
four-sided clamps in the transfer unit and
packet assembler in order to keep the stocking of spare parts simple.
After the centring device, products on return
transport line 1 that are not to be refined
any further pass through a strapping
machine in which the block layers can be
strapped on the board as required.
Following this the layers are taken up by the
packet assembler and stacked into block or
slab packets on a transport pallet. On the
reforming line, which consists of an electrically driven pushing system and the reforming belt, the block layers can first be
increased or decreased in size in the direction of transport to form new layers of any
desired layer size. The reformed layers are
transported by the reforming belt under the
pick-up point of the packet assembler.
Once a packet is completed it is cycled further, strapped and then taken to the outdoor area of the hall, where it is then
picked up later by the fork-lift-truck. Each
www.cpi-worldwide.com
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The four-sided clamps in the centring devices are identical to
the four-sided clamps in the transfer unit and packet assembler
in order to keep the stocking of spare parts simple.

time a block packet moves forward, a new
transport pallet is automatically pushed into
the packet assembler.
The wooden boards are automatically
turned over and cleaned after the concrete
goods have been lifted off. Subsequently,
board packets of 16 boards each are
assembled and fed back to production or
stored temporarily in the board buffer,
which has a capacity of 1520 boards.
The packet assembler, transfer unit, dry side
and wet side at Redsun are all implemented
without hydraulics. Masa has for years
consistently made use of the advantages of
electric drives for the above-mentioned
units.

The third Masa plant also convinced
Redsun from the very first day
Ger van Ommeren was so convinced by
both the first Masa plant from 2001 and
the second plant from 2006 that it was
immediately clear to him that he would also

Board buffer with a capacity of 1520 boards
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The layers are taken up by the packet assembler and stacked into
block or slab packets on a transport pallet. The reforming belt and
the strapping unit can be seen in the foreground. Here the concrete
block layers can be increased or decreased in size in the direction
of transport to form new layers of any desired layer size.

commission Masa to supply the third production line as a complete plant. Apart
from the reliability of the Masa plants in
Kevelaer, Mr. van Ommeren sees considerable arguments in the strong service that
Masa has given him over the past 11 years.
Small wonder, therefore, that the new plant
was a source of high satisfaction at Redsun
from the very first day. The new plant was
already running very harmoniously after a
few days and the transitions between the
individual cycle steps are very gentle
despite the high speeds. Ger van Ommeren
is convinced by his investment.
The relationship between speed and quality is quite simply right for Redsun. The
demand for Redsun concrete products is
constantly increasing. Hence, large numbers of items are required, but nevertheless
in high quality. Despite the large product
variety the company manufactures almost
exclusively warehouse goods. With the
new plant from Masa this will always be
well filled.
왎

FURTHER INFORMATION

Masa GmbH
Masa-Str. 2
56626 Andernach, Germany
T +49 2632 92920
F +49 2632 929211
info@masa-group.com . www.masa-group.com

REDSUN garden products GmbH & Co. KG
Delbrückstraße 1
47625 Kevelaer, Germany
T +49 2832 97560
F +49 2832 9756100
mail@red-sun.de . www.red-sun.de

Board cross-transport with 4 boards from the dry to the wet side;
thanks to the crane solution, however, free passage to the plant is
possible at any time.
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